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Abstract

Video instance segmentation (VIS) [28] is one of the
most fundamental tasks of computer vision. It aims at simultaneously classifying, tracking, and segmenting objects
in videos. Due to its wide applications in video editing, autonomous driving, and augmented reality, VIS has attracted
great attention in recent years.
With the development of deep learning, there have been
many excellent works focusing on video instance segmentation. Generally speaking, current methods can be divided
into two categories: offline methods and online methods.
Offline methods [1, 2, 8, 12, 15, 25, 26] take the whole video
as input and output video instances simultaneously. In contrast, online methods [3,5,11,13,14,27,29] take each frame
as input and perform classification and segmentation frame
by frame. Finally, the instances of different frames are
linked by the design of tracking head.
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1. Introduction
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Video Instance Segmentation (VIS) is an important vision task that aims to simultaneously perform classification,
tracking, and segmentation in videos. To solve VIS in heavily occluded scenes, we believe that the segmentation performance of single frame is of great importance. Besides,
due to the great difference between each frame in difficult
scenarios, offline methods may introduce more noise during
extracting video features. Thus, we take online method as
baseline to process these heavily occluded videos. In this
report, we will describe how we can further improve the
performance of the state-of-the-art online methods. With
different model ensemble, the proposed method finally obtains 47.75 AP on the OVIS test set and was ranked second
place in the OVIS challenge.
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Figure 1. Illustration of offline methods and online methods. The
offline methods take multiple frames as input and fuse inter-frame
information during extracting features. For difficult scenarios, this
may lead to introducing a lot of noise. On the contrary, the online
methods process each frame independently.

Since taking the entire video as input, the offline method
has the advantage of aggregating inter-frame information
to assist in the segmentation of each frame. However, for
difficult scenes such as heavy occlusion, the difference between frames is of great variation, which means that there
is a lot of noise when aggregating inter-frame information.
Fig. 1 illustrates this problem and the comparison between
the online methods and offline methods. Thus, we take
online methods to process the challenging videos in OVIS
dataset [23]. Specifically, we adopt the IDOL [27] and MinVIS [11], the state-of-the-art online models, as our baseline. The core idea of IDOL and MinVIS is the same.
They process each frame independently and do not introduce information from other frames when updating queries
of each frame. This approach allows queries of each frame
to contain sufficient intra-frame instances information and
to avoid interference caused by the inter-frame differences.
The main difference between IDOL and MinVIS is how
to associate the queries of different frames during postprocessing.
However, whatever the method of associating different
frames, it drastically depends on the representation ability

of each frame’s query. In other words, the single frame segmentation performance is of great importance, especially
for the difficult scenarios. To this end, we introduce some
modules to improve the single frame processing part based
on IDOL [27] and MinVIS [11].
First of all, to fully learn the information of the training
sample and make the model adapt to the heavily occluded
scenes, we take the idea of BatchFormer [9,10] that excavating the relationship between training samples by performing attention operation on the batch dimension. Besides,
applying this idea also helps the model to achieve better
performance with a smaller batch, which is beneficial for
the models with huge backbone.
Secondly, it is important to correctly identify the object
boundaries in occlusion scenes. For the occluded objects,
the overall semantic information has been confused, which
has a significant impact on the segmentation and classification. Therefore, focusing more on the object boundaries
helps the model to better distinguish the nearby instances.
In this case, we proposed Boundary Branch module, which
takes the boundary of masks into account.
Thirdly, inspired by the [19], we also apply the quality
assessment module only at the training stage. The quality
assessment module can improve the robustness of the training process by making the model predict its own accuracy.
Thanks to the superior performance of online methods [11, 27] and the above improvements, we achieved the
second place in the 2nd OVIS Challenge with the score of
47.75 AP on the final test set. Besides, on the validation set,
we also get the excellent performance of 45.07 AP.

2. Method
2.1. Overview
2.1.1

IDOL

Here we briefly review the structure of IDOL [27], which
currently holds the state-of-the-art performance on the
OVIS task. It is an online video instance segmentation model, integrating DeformableDETR [30] with a contrastive learning framework and a cross-frame instance association strategy.
During training, IDOL takes a key frame and a reference
frame as its input. They are passed into a share-weighted
backbone which extracts their feature maps. Then, the
feature maps are passed to the Deformable DETR module
along with additional fixed positional encodings [4] and N
learnable object queries. A transformer decoder transforms
the object queries into output embeddings, which are then
separately decoded into box coordinates and class labels by
3-layer feed-forward network (FFN). The feature maps goes
through a FPN-like [17] mask branch and is transformed
into feature map Fmask . The output embeddings are passed
through another FFN and becomes parameters ω of mask

head:
mi = M askHead(Fmask , ωi )
IDOL also introduced contrastive learning for aggregating the embeddings of the same object in different frames.
A light-weighted FFN is used as contrastive head, which
decodes the output embeddings in the Deformable DETR
module. For each instance in the key frame, the output embedding with the lowest cost is sent to the contrastive head,
and gets a contrastive embedding v. If the same instance
is in the reference frame, then the top m1 predictions with
the lowest cost are selected as positives, and top m2 predictions with the highest cost are selected as negatives. The
values of m1 and m2 are calculated by the optimal transport method [6, 7]. The postive and negative embeddings
are sent to the contrastive head, and gets k+ and k− respectively. The contrastive loss is calculated as below:
XX
Lembed = log [1 +
exp(v · k− − v · k+ )]
k+ k−

Finally, the loss function is calculated as below, where
Lcls , Lbox , Lmask represents matching costs of class, box
coordinates, and masks with their ground truth respectively.
L = Lcls + λ1 Lbox + λ1 Lmask + λ2 Lembed
During inference, IDOL implements a temporally
weighted softmax method in the instance association process. It is used to address the problem of unstable prediction of instances, which often appears in online VIS models.
With N contrastive embeddings di ∈ RC from N predicted
instances, and M groups of mutiple temporal contrastive
embeddings {etj }Tt=1 , etj ∈ RC in the memory bank, the
bi-directional similarity f between predicted instance i and
memory instance j is
exp(eˆj · di )
exp(eˆj · di ) + σj
+ PN
]/2
f (i, j) = [ PM
k=1 exp(eˆk · di ) + σk
k=1 exp(eˆj · dk )
Where σj is the existing time of instance j in the memory,
and
PT
etj · (τ + T /t)
eˆj = t=1
PT
t=1 τ + T /t
The best match for instance i in the memory bank is
ĵ = argmaxf (i, j), ∀j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , M .
For those ĵ with f (i, ĵ) > 0.5, memory instance ĵ is assigned to instance i. Otherwise, instance i is added into the
memory bank.
2.1.2

BatchFormer

BatchFormerV2 [10], a module whose structure is similar to
T
√
)V ,
the traditional attention [24] layer Z = sof tmax( QK
C
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Figure 2. The structure of our proposed model. It could either represent IDOL or MinVIS combined with BatchformerV2. For IDOL, an
extra contrastive module is added to the heads. For MinVIS, a multi-layer Pixel Decoder is added before the Transformer Blocks.

is introduced for exploring sample relationships during the
training of scarce data. Instead of performing attention on
the feature dimension, BatchFormer performs attention on
batch dimension, and concats the attention results of each
feature. Specifically, given inputs Q, K, V ∈ RB×N ×C ,
the output Z of BatchFormerV2 can be represented as:
Qi K T
Zi = sof tmax( √ i )Vi ,
C

Z = concat(Z1 , . . . , ZN ),

where Qi , Ki , Vi ∈ RB×C are inputs representing a specific feature channel. All inputs are fed into a shared Transformer block for efficiency of computation and simplicity
of dense predictions.

2.1.3

Combining VIS Models with Batchformer

Since BatchFormerV2 improve the performance of image
segmentation models such as Deformable DETR [30], it is
reasonable to infer that BatchFormer has positive effects on
video segmentation models as well. Therefore, we combined BatchFormerV2 module with both IDOL [27] and
MinVIS [11]. Same as the implementation in the original
paper, we inserted BatchFormerV2 blocks into the Transformer module of both models. Specifically, the original
structure of MinVIS made sure that the number of Pixel Decoder layers is equal to Transformer Decoder layers. Therefore, when combining BatchFormerV2 with MinVIS, the
added BatchFormerV2 block is designed to take the same
input as the Transformer block before it.

2.1.4

Boundary Branch

In order for the model to focus more on the shape and
boundary of an object, we introduced the Boundary Branch
module which computes the boundary loss of an object.
Similar to the Mask Head in [27], the proposed Boundary
Head performs convolution on output embeddings and gets
the predicted boundary. The ground truth of the boundary is
obtained by applying Laplacian operator to the mask ground
truth. Following [18], we used dice loss [22] combined with
binary cross-entropy loss as the loss function of Boundary
Head.
Lb = LDice + LBCE ,
P
2 i pi qi
P
LDice (p, q) = 1 − P
.
2
2
i (pi ) +
i (qi ) + ϵ
2.1.5

(1)

Quality Assessment

Following [19, 20], We proposed Quality Assessment, a
module which calculates another type of loss for predicted
masks, to further improve the accuracy of the predicted
masks of a model. Specifically, Quality Assessment module
performs a two-layer FFN on the given output embeddings
to predict the quality score S of a mask. Meanwhile, the
maskIOU V between the predicted mask and mask ground
truth is calculated. The final loss is obtained by calculating
the MSE between S and V of all masks.
Vi = maskIoU (Mi , GT i ),
Lq =

N
1 X
(Si − Vi )2 .
N i=1

(2)

Table 1. Comparison with other methods on the OVIS test set.

Method

mAP

AP50

AP75

AR1

AR10

qfl
Ours
tiantian.tt
weic
Yong

49.56
47.75
47.35
47.29
47.24

72.45
74.27
71.62
74.23
74.10

54.12
49.90
50.49
49.13
49.09

19.95
19.42
19.99
19.18
19.18

55.93
54.87
54.99
54.57
54.50

Table 2. Ablation study of our applied modules on the OVIS test
set.

Method

mAP

AP50

AP75

Baseline
+Quality assessment
+Boundary branch
+BatchFormer
+Multi-scale
+Model ensemble

43.68
44.54
45.17
46.26
46.84
47.75

65.19
68.38
67.55
68.88
73.64
74.27

47.24
46.31
48.57
49.85
48.81
49.90

2.2. Implementation Details.
We took the Swin Transformer-Large [21] as backbone
for all models. For our model taking IDOL [27] as baseline,
we selected parameters of BatchFormerV2 [10] according
to the best parameters in the original paper, and the training
setting is generally same as initial IDOL. We used AdamW
optimizer with initial learning rate of 1e-4. Note that we did
not perform pre-training on COCO dataset [16] but initialized the model by the pre-trained weights of IDOL directly.
To train the proposed modules and finetune the IDOL part,
we randomly cropped the image from COCO twice to generate the pseudo training videos. Then, we train our model
on the pseudo video set and the OVIS train set for 175000
and 40000 iterations with batch size of 8, respectively. For
training data augmentation, we performed multi-scale training scales and resied the shortest side to [320, 352, 392, 416,
448, 480, 512, 544, 576, 608, 640]. As for the model taking
MinVIS [11] as baseline, we adopted the two stage training
strategy. Firstly, we applied our improvements on the MinVIS and trained it on the COCO dataset for 50 epochs with
batch size of 16. After that, we performed the main training
on OVIS training set for 20000 iterations with batch size of
8. All models are trained on 8 80GB A100 GPUs. During
inference, the input videos are resized with the short size of
720 pixels in default.

3. Experiment
3.1. Comparison with Other Methods
In the 2nd OVIS Challenge, we rank the second place
on the test set. The leaderboard is shown in Tab. 1. It
can be seen that with the help of the introduced modules,
our model achieved the 47.75 mAP (2nd) and 74.27 AP50
(1st). This demonstrates that the recognition and detection
effect can be significantly improved by learning sample relationships, focusing on object boundaries, and improving
the training robustness of the model.

3.2. Ablation Study
In this section we analyze the effectiveness of our applied modules on the OVIS test set and the results are shown
in Tab. 2. The baseline is the IDOL with Swin-L back-

bone. Integrated with the quality assessment module, our
method achieved the score of 44.54 mAP. After applying the
boundary branch and corresponding loss, the performance
is improved to 45.17 mAP. After that, we introduced the
idea of BatchFormer [10] during training and the result is
boosted to 46.26. Utilizing 720p and 1080p scale for inference can further improve the result from 46.84 mAP. Finally, by ensembling with the improved MinVIS that also is
equipped with the above modules, the performance eventually reached 47.75 mAP, ranking second place in the OVIS
Challenge.

4. Conclusion
We made several improvements on VIS models such as
IDOL and MinVIS, and with the help of our proposed methods, we achieved the second place in the 2nd OVIS Challenge with the score of 47.75 AP on the final test set. Besides, we also get the excellent performance of 45.07 AP on
the validation set.
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